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Jackpot (Swindle #6)
Gordon Korman 2014-01-07
JACKPOT: the top prize in a
game or lottery; a
sensational and unexpected
success, stroke of luck,
windfall, bounty, pay day . .
. What would you do with
$30,000,000? That's the
question everyone in
Cedarville and every town
near it is asking, because
right now there's an
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

unclaimed lottery ticket
worth that much -- and the
money will go to whomever
finds it first. Griffin Bing,
The Man With The Plan,
wants to be the lucky
winner. But he's got
competition. Darren Vader,
Griffin's number-one enemy,
will stop at nothing to find
it. And a new kid in town,
Victor Phoenix, is also in on
the big hunt. He's got an
advantage that Griffin
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would have never guessed:
Griffin's own friends are
helping Victor out. But why?
Griffin's going to need a lot
of help -- from a rowdy
Doberman, a completely
strange invention, and a
very random set of wheels -to hit this jackpot and win
his friends back.
Canadian Children's
Literature 1995
Canadian Periodical
Index 2000
Survival Gordon Korman
2001 Finding their way to a
deserted island after their
ship sinks, Luke, Ian, JJ,
Sharla, Will, and Lyssa
struggle to survive and soon
discover that they are not
alone on the island.
Original.
Notorious Gordon Korman
2020-01-07 A funny,
suspenseful mystery and
unlikely friendship story
from New York Times
bestselling author Gordon
Korman—perfect for fans of
Swindle and Ungifted.
Keenan has lived all over
the world but nowhere quite
as strange as Centerlight
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

Island, which is split
between the United States
and Canada. The only thing
weirder than Centerlight
itself is his neighbor
Zarabeth, aka ZeeBee.
ZeeBee is obsessed with the
island’s history as a
Prohibition-era smuggling
route. She’s also convinced
that her beloved dog,
Barney, was
murdered—something
Keenan finds pretty hard to
believe. Just about everyone
on Centerlight is a suspect,
because everyone hated
Barney, a huge dog—part
mastiff, part
rottweiler—notorious for
terrorizing the community.
Accompanied by a mildmannered new dog who is
practically Barney’s
opposite, ZeeBee enlists
Keenan’s help to solve the
mystery. As Keenan and
ZeeBee start to unravel the
clues, they uncover a
shocking conspiracy that
dates back to Centerlight’s
gangster past. The good
news is that Keenan may
have found the best friend
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he’s ever had. The bad news
is that the stakes are skyhigh. And now someone is
after them. . . .
The 6th Grade Nickname
Game Gordon Korman
2017-06-04 A funny and
fast-paced story about two
best friends whose innocent
game could make them notso legendary, from New
York Times bestselling
author Gordon Korman.
Best friends Jeff and Wiley
are legends. There is
practically no one in their
school who hasn't been
nicknamed by the duo.
They've dubbed their own
underachieving class "The
Dim Bulbs"; their pop-eyed
principal is better known as
"Deer in Headlights"; and
their enormous new English
teacher, Mr. Hughes, is
"Mr. Huge." But now some
of the nicknames that Jeff
and Wiley have invented are
backfiring on them. Will the
duo be able to get it
together before it's too late?
The Unteachables Gordon
Korman 2019-01-01 Gordon
Korman's newest standschooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

alone novel, featuring
Greenwich Middle School's
class of outcasts and
miscreants — The
Unteachables! In the
multiple-narrator format
that Gordon perfected in
Ungifted and Supergifted,
this book tells the story of
Greenwich Middle School's
class SCS-8, a.k.a The
Unteachables! The
Unteachables are a
wayward medley of
characters: Parker the
dyslexic farm boy; Aldo,
who is perpetually angry;
Elaine (rhymes with pain);
Barnstorm the jock; Rahim
the sleep-deprived artist;
and Mateo, lost in fantasy
worlds. Plus Kiana, who is
just in town visiting her dad
and isn't even registered
with the school. Not to
mention their teacher, Mr.
Ribbit — er, Mr. Kermit —
who remains in disgrace
after a 25-year-old cheating
scandal and is just killing
time, doing crossword
puzzles and waiting to take
early retirement at the end
of the year. Are they really
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incorrigible, or is it possible
they are just
misunderstood? This
unlikely group of heroes is
about to find out for
themselves.
Junior High School
Library Catalog 1990
The Elementary School
Library Collection 1998
Subject Guide to Children's
Books In Print, 1996 R R
Bowker Publishing 1996
School Library Journal
2010
Quill & Quire 2009
Schooled Gordon Korman
2013-02-01 Capricorn (Cap)
Anderson has never
watched television. He's
never tasted a pizza. Never
heard of a wedgie. Since he
was little, his only
experience has been living
on a farm commune and
being home-schooled by his
hippie grandmother, Rain.
But when Rain falls out of a
tree while picking plums
and has to stay in the
hospital, Cap is forced to
move in with a guidance
counselor and her cranky
teen daughter and attend

the local middle school.
While Cap knows a lot about
tie-dying and Zen
Buddhism, no education
could prepare him for the
politics of public school.
Right from the beginning,
Cap's weirdness makes him
a moving target at
Claverage Middle School
(dubbed C-Average by the
students). He has long,
ungroomed hair; wears
hemp clothes; and practises
tai chi on the lawn. Once
Zack Powers, big man on
campus, spots Cap, he can't
wait to introduce him to the
age-old tradition at CAverage: the biggest nerd is
nominated for class
president—and wins.
Restart Gordon Korman
2017-05-30 The amazing
New York Times bestseller
about what you can do
when life gives you a second
chance. Chase's memory
just went out the window.
Chase doesn't remember
falling off the roof. He
doesn't remember hitting
his head. He doesn't, in fact,
remember anything. He
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wakes up in a hospital room
and suddenly has to learn
his whole life all over again
. . . starting with his own
name. He knows he's Chase.
But who is Chase? When he
gets back to school, he sees
that different kids have very
different reactions to his
return. Some kids treat him
like a hero. Some kids are
clearly afraid of him. One
girl in particular is so angry
with him that she pours her
frozen yogurt on his head
the first chance she gets.
Pretty soon, it's not only a
question of who Chase is -it's a question of who he
was . . . and who he's going
to be. From the #1
bestselling author of
Swindle and Slacker,
Restart is the spectacular
story of a kid with a messy
past who has to figure out
what it means to get a clean
start.
The Publishers Weekly
2007
Shipwreck Gordon Korman
2001 Follows a group of six
kids stranded on a deserted
island as they embark on a
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

quest for survival that tests
their limits.
Bowker's Guide to
Characters in Fiction 2003
No More Dead Dogs
Gordon Korman 2012-12-25
Best-selling author Gordon
Korman's middle-grade
favorite, now with a fresh
look! Wallace Wallace won’t
lie, even if it means
detention. And after he
handed in a scorching book
report of the classic novel,
Old Shep, My Pal, detention
is just what he’s been
handed. He is sure he’s
done nothing wrong: he
hated every minute of that
book, especially when the
dog dies in the end! Why do
dogs always die at the end?
Wallace refuses to do a
rewrite of his report, so his
English teacher, who
happens to be directing the
school play of Old Shep, My
Pal, forces him go to the
rehearsals to teach him a
lesson on why the story is
the way it is. Surrounded by
theater kids who are
apprehensive of him,
Wallace sets out to prove
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himself. But not by
changing his mind. Instead,
he changes the play into a
rock-and-roll rendition,
complete with Rollerblades
and a moped!
The Elementary School
Library Collection, Phases
1-2-3 1998
Ungifted Gordon Korman
2012-08-21 From #1 New
York Times bestselling
author Gordon Korman
comes a hilarious and
heartfelt novel in which one
middle-school troublemaker
accidentally moves into the
gifted and talented
program—and changes
everything. For fans of
Louis Sachar and Jack
Gantos, this funny and
touching underdog story is
a lovable and goofy
adventure with robot fights,
middle-school dances, live
experiments, and statuetoppling pranks! When
Donovan Curtis pulls a
major prank at his middle
school, he thinks he’s finally
gone too far. But thanks to a
mix-up by one of the
administrators, instead of
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

getting in trouble, Donovan
is sent to the Academy of
Scholastic Distinction, a
special program for gifted
and talented students.
Although it wasn’t exactly
what Donovan had
intended, the ASD couldn’t
be a more perfectly
unexpected hideout for
someone like him. But as
the students and teachers of
ASD grow to realize that
Donovan may not be good at
math or science (or just
about anything), he shows
that his gifts may be exactly
what the ASD students
never knew they needed.
Don't miss the sequel to this
word-of-mouth hit:
Supergifted! This funny and
heartwarming sequel to
Ungifted cleverly sends up
our preconceived ideas
about intelligence, heroism,
and popularity.
Island I: Shipwreck
Gordon Korman 2013-06-25
An action-packed survival
suspense from bestselling
and award-winning author
Gordon Korman. Six kids.
One shipwreck. One desert
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island. They didn't want to
be on the boat in the first
place. They were sent there
as punishment, or as a
character-building
experience. Now the adults
are gone, and the quest for
survival has begun.
Son of the Mob Gordon
Korman 2012-12-11 Vince
Luca is just like any other
high school guy. His best
friend, Alex, is trying to
score vicariously through
him; his brother is a giant
pain; and his father keeps
bugging him to get
motivated. There is just one
thing that really sets him
apart for other kids—his
father happens to be the
head of a powerful crime
organization. Needless to
say, while Vince''s family''s
connections can be handy
for certain things (like when
teachers are afraid to give
him a bad grade), they can
put a serious crimp in his
dating life. How is he
supposed to explain to a girl
what his father does for a
living? But when Vince
meets a girl who finally
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

seems to be worth the
trouble, her family turns out
to be the biggest problem of
all. Because her father is an
FBI agent—the one who
wants to put his father away
for good.
New Books Kids Like
Association for Library
Service to Children 2001-05
This is a collection of more
than 500 annotated book
recommendations.
Organized around 44 topics
considered by the panel to
be 'the most frequently
requested', this readers'
advisory guide for children's
literature (includes titles)
on everything from dogs
and diaries to adventure
and science.
Macdonald Hall #6:
Lights, Camera, Disaster!
Gordon Korman 2013-11-01
Gordon Korman's classic,
bestselling series celebrates
its 35th anniversary!
Macdonald Hall's ivycovered buildings have
housed and educated many
fine young Canadians. But
Bruno Walton and Boots
O'Neal are far from being
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fine young Canadians. The
roommates and best friends
are nothing but trouble!
Together they've snuck out
after lights-out, swapped
flags, kidnapped mascots . .
. and that's only the
beginning. Macdonald Hall
has been chosen as the
ideal setting for a
Hollywood movie — with
superstar Jordie Jones! But
when Bruno Walton and
Boots O'Neal discover that
the star just wants to be a
normal guy, one who plays
hockey, hangs out with
friends and goes to dances,
they decide to help Jordie
out. Who would have
guessed that a simple
favour could go so wrong,
so fast? Join two of Gordon
Korman's most memorable
characters in seven sidesplitting, rip-roaring
adventures! Macdonald Hall
is the series that started it
all, and thirty-five years
later it remains a must-read
for old fans and new, the
young — and the young at
heart.
Recording for the Blind &
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

Dyslexic, ... Catalog of
Books 1996
Children's Books in Print,
2007 2006
Linked Gordon Korman
2021-07-20 An
unforgettable novel from
the New York Times
bestseller Gordon Korman
Link, Michael, and Dana live
in a quiet town. But it's
woken up very quickly when
someone sneaks into school
and vandalizes it with a
swastika. Nobody can
believe it. How could such a
symbol of hate end up in the
middle of their school? Who
would do such a thing?
Because Michael was the
first person to see it, he's
the first suspect. Because
Link is one of the most
popular guys in school,
everyone's looking to him to
figure it out. And because
Dana's the only Jewish girl
in the whole town,
everyone's treating her
more like an outsider than
ever. The mystery deepens
as more swastikas begin to
appear. Some students
decide to fight back and
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start a project to bring
people together instead of
dividing them further. The
closer Link, Michael, and
Dana get to the truth, the
more there is to face-not
just the crimes of the
present, but the crimes of
the past. With Linked,
Gordon Korman, the author
of the acclaimed novel
Restart, poses a mystery for
all readers where the who
did it? isn't nearly as
important as the why?
This Can't be Happening at
Macdonald Hall! Gordon
Korman 2011 As they seem
to be at the bottom of every
prank at Macdonald Hall,
the headmaster decides to
separate roommates Bruno
and Boots, but to little avail.
Supergifted Gordon Korman
2018-01-02 This funny and
heartwarming sequel to
Ungifted, which has become
a word-of-mouth hit,
cleverly sends up our ideas
about intelligence, heroism,
and popularity. Donovan
Curtis has never been what
anyone would call “gifted.”
But his genius friend Noah
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

Youkilis is actually
supergifted, with one of the
highest IQs around. After
years at the Academy for
Scholastic Distinction, all
Noah dreams of is the
opportunity to fail if he
wants to. And he’s landed in
the perfect place to do
it—Donovan’s school.
Almost immediately, Noah
finds himself on the wrong
side of cheerleading captain
Megan Mercury and alpha
jock Hash “Hashtag”
Taggart. Sticking up for
Noah lands Donovan in the
middle of a huge feud with
Hashtag. He’s told to stay
away from the sports
star—or else. That should
be the end of it, but when a
freak incident suddenly
makes Donovan a hero, he
can’t tell anyone about it
since Hashtag is involved.
So Noah steps in and
becomes “Superkid.” Now
he’s gone from nerd to titan
at school. And it may have
gone more than a little bit
to his head.
Jingle (Swindle #8) Gordon
Korman 2016-09-27 The
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eighth installment in #1
New York Times bestselling
author Gordon Korman's
Swindle series! JINGLE: a
light clinking or tingling
sounds, often heralding the
approach of Santa,
reindeer, or the mysterious
thief of a priceless
possession . . . Griffin Bing
and his friends are NOT
happy. Instead of going
away for winter break,
they've been signed up to
volunteer at a local
Christmas extravaganza . . .
as elves.It's not easy being
an elf. Not when Santa is
bad news and Rudolph is
being played by a
Doberman who makes up
his own rules wherever he
goes.But being an elf is
nothing compared to being
blamed when a prized
Christmas possession -worth over ten million
dollars -- is stolen right from
under your nose.It's time for
these elves to get off the
shelf and track down a
Christmas thief!
Slacker Gordon Korman
2016-04-26 Cameron Boxer
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

is very happy to spend his
life avoiding homework,
hanging out with his
friends, and gaming for
hours in his basement. It's
not too hard for him to get
away with it . . . until he
gets so caught up in one
game that he almost lets his
house burn down around
him. Oops. It's time for
some serious damage
control--so Cameron and his
friends invent a fake school
club that will make it seem
like they're doing good
deeds instead of slacking
off. The problem? Some kids
think the club is real--and
Cameron is stuck being
president. Soon Cameron is
part of a mission to save a
beaver named Elvis from
certain extinction. Along the
way, he makes some new
friends--and some powerful
new enemies. The guy who
never cared about anything
is now at the center of
everything . . . and it's going
to take all his slacker skills
to win this round.
CM 1992
Subject Guide to Children's
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Books in Print 1987
Reading with Gordon
Korman (Author Study)
Eleanor Stadnyk 1995-01-01
Reading with Gordon
Korman is a series of five
exciting and interesting
titles that provide a
framework for this new
approach to reading.
Comprehension is the main
focus, with multiple choice
and questions designed to
ensure students understand
why they are reading. Titles
include: This Can't Be
Happening at Macdonald
Hall, Go Jump in the Pool,
Beware the Fish!,
Macdonald Hall Goes
Hollywood, Why Did the
Underwear Cross the Road.
The high interest — low
vocabulary format of these
novels is perfect for
reluctant readers and is
sure to keep students
motivated to read. For the
teacher, flexibility is key,
with students being
assigned novels to read
individually, in small groups
or as a class. This Author
Study provides a teacher
schooled-by-gordon-korman-red-6

and student section with a
variety of activities, chapter
questions, story summaries,
and answer key to create a
well-rounded lesson plan.
Cool Story Programs for the
School-Age Crowd Rob Reid
2004-08-02 Offers eighteen
offbeat literary programs
featuring creepy, dirty, and
stinky stories that will
appeal to young readers.
The Climb Gordon Korman
2002 As Tilt, Dominic,
Sammi, and Perry ready
themselves to ascend
Everest, they must deal with
altitude sickness, an
unknown person's messages
to the tabloids about their
expedition, and a troubled
rescue attempt.
Canadiana 1988-05
Elementary School Library
Collection Linda L. Homa
1998
What Do Children Read
Next? Candy Colborn 1994
A bibliography of
recommended children's
fiction titles
Swindle Gordon Korman
2012-01-01 Ocean's 11 . . .
with 11-year-olds, in a super
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stand-alone heist caper
from Gordon Korman! After
a mean collector named
Swindle cons him out of his
most valuable baseball card,
Griffin Bing must put
together a band of misfits to
break into Swindle's
compound and recapture
the card. There are many
things standing in their way
-- a menacing guard dog, a
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high-tech security system, a
very secret hiding place,
and their inability to drive -but Griffin and his team are
going to get back what's
rightfully his . . . even if
hijinks ensue. This is
Gordon Korman at his
crowd-pleasing best, perfect
for readers who like to hoot,
howl, and heist.
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